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0. Introduction
Let us consider a differential equation of the type
x1&ry$(x)=f (x, y), x # C, y # Cn, r # Z+, (0.1)
where the vector-valued function f (x, y) is holomorphic at the point
(, 0) # C _Cn. The number r is called the Poincare rank of the equa-
tion (0.1). In the case r1 the point x= is called an irregular singular
point of (0.1).
Our main and unique assumption about the equation (0.1) is the exist-
ence of a formal power series solution
y^(x)= :

k=n0
ykx&kp, p # N, n0 # Z. (0.2)
(In order to simplify the exposition we take p=n0=1 in the following
development. Subject to an appropriate change of variables, it will not
cause any loss of generality.) Then ([RS]) in any sector S of opening not
more than ?r there exists a proper (actual ) solution y(x) of (0.1), which is
holomorphic in S for sufficiently large |x| and admits the asymptotic
expansion
y(x)ty^(x), x  , x # S. (0.3)
Moreover, any solution of (0.1) satisfying (0.3) can be constructed as a
convergent series of iterated integrals, and the dimension of the manifold
9S of such solutions is equal to the number of certain exponentials
(exponentials eq j (x), see section 1.2), which are decreasing in the whole
sector S ([T1]).
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There exists another new and essentially different approach to the
constructing of proper solutions, known as multisummation ([Ec, MR2]).
Given a formal power series y^(x) of an arbitrary origin (not necessarily a
formal solution of (0.1)) and a direction d on the complex x-plane, this
method may (or may not) produce a sum y# (z), which is a holomorphic
function in some (bisected by d ) sector S when |x| is sufficiently large, and
which admits the asymptotic expansion y^(x) in S. When this method does
produce such a sum, the series y^(x) is called multisummable, and the result-
ing function y# (x) is called a multisum of y^(x) in the direction d (or in the
sector S ). Although it has generally been accepted that a formal solution
y^(x) to an equation of the type (0.1) is multisummable, this assumption
has until now been proved only for the case of a linear homogeneous
([BBRS]) and a nonhomogeneous ([Br1]) equation (0.1).
The objective of this paper is two-fold: (a) to prove the multisummability
of a formal solution (0.2) for an arbitrary equation of the type (0.1)
(Theorem 3.1); (b) to characterize the corresponding multisum y# (x) # 9S
in terms of iterated integrals, i.e. to specify the iteration process which
yields the multisum y# (x) (Criterion 3.1).
Let d be the bisector of S=S0 and [S&]m&=&m be a certain (see below)
sectorial covering of the halfplane d\?2. (By the direction d we always
mean the direction arg x=d.) Then our method requires the construction
of a ``chain of solutions'' y&(x) # 9S & with a certain rate of exponential
decrease of y&(x)&y&&1(x) in S& & S&&1 as x  . In other words, the
existence of such a ``chain of solutions'' can be considered as a definition of
multisummability.
In section 1 we formulate necessary and sufficient conditions of multi-
summability from [BT] and describe some iteration method of construct-
ing solutions y # 9S (method of variable contours of integration, see
[T1]). In Section 2 we formulate the above necessary and sufficient
condition in terms of parameters of solutions y& # 9S & . In the last section
the chain of solutions [y&(x)]m&=&m with the required properties is
constructed.
Another proof of the multisummability of y^(x) was independently
obtained by B.J.L. Braaksma [Br2]. This is also one of the subjects of the
recent work of J.-P. Ramis and Y. Sibuya.
The existence of a formal power series solutions y^(x) of (0.1) (our main
assumption) by itself is an interesting and quite complicated problem
(related references can be found, for instance, in [Si]). Unfortunately it is
outside the framework of this paper. We would only like to mention here
the equations y$(x)=1x, which has no solution y^(x), and the equation
y$(x)=(4y3&ay&b)12, a, b>0, which has no nontrivial (nonconstant)
solution y^(x). (The second of these equations defines the Weierstrass
elliptic function.)
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A number of interesting examples of differential equations of the type
(0.1), which possess a formal solution y^(x), are connected with the recent
study of different singularly perturbed problems (see, for example, [KS,
PRG]). Finally we would like to mention that multisummation of formal
power series is related with certain well known problems, for instance, with
the analytic classification of germs of holomorphic vector fields (see for
example [MR1, AI, CM]).
The present work has been done in close collaboration with Werner
Balser during the authors visits to University of Ulm in 19911992 and the
visit of W. Balser to Israel in March 1992. It accomplished the research
goals, mentioned in [BT]. Collaboration with W. Balser was crucial for
this paper to appear. We are happy to express our deep gratitude to him
for fruitful discussions, and for his hospitality during our visits to Ulm.
We would also like to thank Alexander Stolin for useful observations con-
cerning the fixed point method.
1. Solutions in an Asymptotic Sector
1.1. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions of Multisummability
The definitions of multisums and of formal series, multisummable in a
given direction d on the complex plane, can be found in [MR2], [Ba]. It
turns out for us, however, to be convenient to work with the following
necessary and sufficient conditions of the multisummability, which were
formulated and proven in [BT].
So let:
(a) Open sectors S& , &=&m, ..., m, m # N, constitute a covering of a
neighborhood of infinity in the complex x-plane and, moreover, Si & Sj{<
if and only if |i&j |1 or if i=m, j=&m;
(b) ', \ be positive constants, y^(x) be a formal power series and
[y&(x)] be a collection of functions, such that y&(x) is holomorphic in
S& & [x: |x|>\ and
y&(x)ty^(x'), x  , x # S& , |&|m; (1.1)
(c) The sector S0 is bisected by some ray arg x=d', and for all
k=&m+1, ..., m+1 there exist a subsector S k/Sk & Sk&1 and positive
numbers ak , bk +k so that for any x # S k and |x|>\
| yk(x)&yk&1(x)|<ake&bk |x|
+k, (1.2)
361multisummable solutions
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where the angular distance between S k and the ray arg x=d' (in both
positive and negative direction) is greater than ?2+k . Here we set
Sm+1=S&m and ym+1#y&m .
Then y(x)=y0(x1') is the multisum of y^(x) in the direction d.
Conversely if y(x) is the multisum of a formal series y^(x) in some direction
d then there exist a number m # N, positive constants ', \, a covering
[S&]m&=&m and a collection of functions [ y&(x)]
m
&=&m satisfying (a)(c) and
so that y(x)=y0(x1').
In the latter part of this paper we will pick a certain sectorial covering
[S&] and construct a collection of solutions y&(x) of (0.1), satisfying (1.1)
and (1.2). Without loss of generality we may assume '=1 if no fractional
powers of x appear in the process of the formal solution of (0.1).
1.2. Resolvable Equations and Corresponding Integral Equations
We follow here the usual way of studying the equation (0.1): we first
reduce it to a Volterra-type integral equation and then use the contractive
mapping principle. To this end (0.1) is considered as a perturbed linear
homogeneous differential equation and the method of variation of con-
stants is utilized. The essential point here is the way one can extract a
linear part of (0.1) in order to study the equation (0.1) at infinity. This
question leads to the notion of an equation resolvable with respect to the
irregular singular point x= ([T1]). Any equation (0.1) having the for-
mal solution (0.2) can be reduced to some above-mentioned resolvable
equation by means of the transformation
y(x) [ y(x)& :
'1
k=n 0
ykx&k, n1 # Z,
if '1 is sufficiently large. Then, as any resolvable equation (see [T1] for
details), it can be transformed to
y$(x)=xR&I (a(x)+(4+B(x)) y+g(x, y )), (1.3)
where:
I is the identity matrix;
R=diag(r1 , ..., rn), rk # N, and rkr;
4=diag(*1 , ..., *n), *k # C, *k{0 if rk>0 and
Re *k0 if rk=0; (1.4)
B(x) is a holomorphic matrix valued function at x= and B(x)=
O(x&1) as x  ;
362 a. tovbis
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g(x, y ) contains only nonlinear terms with respect to y and there exists
some + # N so that x&+g(x, y) is holomorphic in the variables x, y in some
neighborhood of (, 0) # C _Cn ;
a(x) is holomorphic at infinity, and deg a(x)<&+.
Here deg of a series means the exponent of the highest power of x
occuring in the series; we set deg a(x)=& if a(x)#0.
In what follows we assume that the equation (0.1) is already reduced to
(1.3). Let us consider (1.3) as a perturbation of the linear homogeneous
equation
y$=xR&I4y,
which has a fundamental solution eQ(x). Here Q(x)=diag(q1(x), ..., qn(x))
and
qk (x)={
*k xr
k
rk
, rk>0 (1.5)
*k ln x, rk=0.
In what follows we distinguish the monomial and the logarithmic terms of
Q(x).
The equation (1.3) is equivalent to the Volterra-type integral equation
y(x)=eQ(x) \C+|1 (x) e&Q(t)tR&I [a(t)+B(t) y+g(t, y )] dt+ , (1.6)
where C is a constant vector and the collection of contours of integration
1 (x) (each entry of the vector integrand has its individual contour in 1 (x))
is to be specified below.
1.3. Integral Operator I1
Let q(x) be a polynomial in positive fractional powers of x. A Stokes ray
of q(x) is a ray issuing from the origin which is parallel to the asymptote
of some branch of the curve Re q(x)=0 on the Riemann surface of ln x.
A closed sector bounded by two neighboring Stokes rays is called a Stokes
sector. According to the behavior of the exponential eq(x), which is either
decreasing or increasing in the whole Stokes sector S as x  , the sector
S is called correspondingly a negative or a positive sector with respect to
q(x). No Stokes rays and thus no Stokes sectors correspond to the
logarithmic term q(x)=* ln x, where * # C.
Let the entries qi (x) of a diagonal n_n-matrix Q(x) be either polyno-
mials of positive degrees ri or logarithmic terms. A closed sector S with the
vertex at the origin is called an asymptotic sector with respect to Q(x) if it
has nonempty intersection with not more than one positive sector for any
363multisummable solutions
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polynomial qi (x). If Q(x) is given by (1.5) then the corresponding
asymptotic sector is called an asymptotic sector of the Eq. (1.3).
For our aims it is enough to consider the operator I1 in a sufficiently
narrow asymptotic sector S. Then without loss of generality we can assume
that S is bisected by the positive real semiaxis and is so narrow that the
sector [xr : x # S] contains no Stokes rays except maybe arg x=0. For any
point x0 # S we introduce a closed region
Sx 0=6
&1
r b 7x r0 b 6r(S ),
where the transformations 6u , 7! : C [ C are defined as
6u : x [ xu, u>0, 7! : x [ x+!, ! # C.
Let us denote by $S the set of indices k such that rk>0 and Re *k xr k<0
for all x # S. Then for any x # Sx 0 we define the contour 1k(x)/Sx 0 ,
k=1, ..., n, as:
(a) The 6&1rk -image of the segment [x
rk
0 , x
rk] in the case k # $S ;
(b) The 6&1rk -image of the ray arg(t
rk&xrk)=%rkk , where the
exponential e&qk (x) is bounded on the ray lk=[x: arg x=%k]. In the case
k  $S there exists such an inner ray lk/S ; we mean here rk=1 if eqk (x) is
a logarithmic term.
Lemma 1.1. There exists some constant /0>0 so that |x|/0 |x0 | for
all x0 # S and for all x # Sx 0 .
Lemma 1.2. There exists some constant /1>0 so that for all x0 # S,
x # Sx0 , k=1, ..., n but so that rk{0, and for all t # 1k(x) we have
Re(qk(x)&qk(t))&/1 |xrk&t rk |.
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 follow immediately from the construction of Sx 0 . They
can be found in [T0] and also in [Wa], section 14.3, for the case of equal
degrees of all monomials qk(x).
Let us define the set 8x 0+, S , +0, of n-dimensional vector-valued func-
tions h(x), which are holomorphic in Sx0 and satisfy
sup
x # S x 0
&x+h(x)&=h0<.
In this paper & }& always denotes the standard vector max-norm. In fact
8x 0+, S is a Banach space with the norm &h(x)&+=h0 (see [KT]).
364 a. tovbis
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Theorem 1.1. For any +>0 there exists some sufficiently large :0>0 so
that the integral operator I1 : 8x 0+, S [ 8
x0
+, S is uniformly bounded for all x0
such that x0 # S and |x0 |:0 .
The validity of the statement for the logarithmic terms of Q(x) follows
from (1.4). For a monomial term of Q(x) the statement coincides with
Lemma 14.2 from [Wa]. Actually, unlike [Wa], we consider the case of
different degrees of monomials qk(x). But this fact has no importance since
only the assertions of Lemmas 1.11.2 are essentially utilized in the proof
of Lemma 14.2.
Remark 1.1. The operator I1 preserves the property of having an
asymptotic power series expansion in Sx 0 when x  .
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.1 is valid in the case of an arbitrary asymp-
totic sector S of (1.3) and also when Q(x) has not only monomial but also
polynomial (in fractional powers of x) entries (see [T0], [T1]). How-
ever in the general case the construction of Sx 0 and of 1 (x) is more
complicated.
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.1 is valid for +=0 if Q(x) has no logarithmic
terms.
1.4. Construction of the manifold of solutions 9S
Statement 1.1. Let h(x): Cn [ Cn be a vector-valued function
holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0 # Cn and let h(x) contain no constant
and linear terms. Then there exist a disk Vm=[x # Cn : &x&<M], where
M>0, and a matrix-valued function H( y, z): V 2M [ V
2
M so that H( y, z) is
holomorphic in V 2M and for any y, z # VM
h( y)&h(z)=H( y, z)( y&z).
Moreover &H( y, z)&  0 as M1  0 uniformly for all y, z # VM 1 , where
M1<M.
The integral equation (1.6) can be rewritten as
y(x)=eQ(x)C+(I1a)(x)+(I1 By )(x)+(I1g)(x). (1.7)
We can formally write a solution of (1.7) given by the successive
approximation method as
y(x)= :

k=1
wk(x), (1.8)
365multisummable solutions
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where wk(x)=yk(x)&yk&1(x), k=1, 2, ..., y0(x)=0 and
yk(x)=eQ(x)C+I1a+I1, B yk&1+I1, g yk&1. (1.9)
Here I1, B and I1, g denote the last two terms in (1.7).
Let LS be the span of the coordinate vectors ei , i # $S , in Cn.
Theorem 1.2. For any C # LS there exists some :1>0 so that if x0 # S
and |x0 |:1 then the series (1.8) converges absolutely and uniformly in Sx 0
and presents a solution of the integral equation (1.6) in Sx 0 . This solution
y(x) is uniquely determined by C and x0 and has the asymptotics (0.3) in S.
Proof. Let '=&deg a and let us pick some :0 so large that according to
Theorem 1.1 the norms of operators I1 : 8x 0', S [ 8
x 0
', S and I1 : 8
x 0
+, S [ 8
x 0
+, S
are uniformly bounded by some K0>0 for all x0 # S and |x0 |:0 . Here
the number + # N is defined in section 1.2 and is less than '.
Then according to Theorem 1.1 I1a # 8x0', S/8
x0
+, S . So &I1a&+  0 as
x   uniformly in x0 # S and |x0 |:0 . Since eQ(x)C is exponentially
decreasing in S hence we get that in 8x 0+, S
b=&y1&+  0 as x0   (1.10)
uniformly in x0 # S. Let us choose arbitrary = # (0, 1) and prove the
estimate
&wk+1(x)&+<= &wk(x)&+ , k=1, 2, ..., (1.11)
by induction. Then according to (1.9)
wk+1=I1, Bwk+I1 ( g(t, yk)&g(t, yk&1)). (1.12)
It follows from Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.1 that
&I1, Bwk&+
K0;
/0 |x0 |
&wk&+
=
2
&wk &+ (1.13)
if we take a sufficiently large :1:0 and assume |x0 |:1 . Here ;>0 is an
upper estimate of &xB(x)& in Sx 0 .
Let us denote y j=t&+y# j, j=k, k&1. Then from the properties of equa-
tion (1.3) we get that
h(t, y# j )=t+g(t&+y# j )
is a holomorphic function of variables t, y# j in a neighborhood of
(, 0) # C _Cn.
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According to the assumption of induction
&y# j&=&y j&+<
b
1&=
.
Let us apply Statement 1.1 to the function h(t, y# j ). Then according to
(1.10)
&y# j&  0 as |x0 |  ,
so
&h(t, y# k)&h(t, y# k&1)&<
=
2K0
&y# k&y# k&1&
if :1 is sufficiently large. Thus we get the estimate
&I1, gyk&I1, gyk&1&+<
=
2
&yk&yk&1 &+ ,
which, together with (1.12) and (1.13), proves (1.11).
The uniqueness of the solution follows from the general contractive
mapping principle. Moreover, using Remark 1.1 one can show that the
solution of (1.6) has a power series asymptotic expansion y^(x) in S and
that deg y^=&'. This expansion in fact does not depend on the constant
vector C # LS since C effects the exponentially small terms only.
From the other hand any solution y~ (x) of (0.1), so that y~ (x) # 8x0+, S , is
also a solution of (1.6) with some C # LS . Thus all solutions of (0.1) so that
y~ (x) # 8x 0+, S must have the same asymptotics y^(x) in S. To complete the
proof now one only has to notice that y # 9S implies y # 8x 0+, S since
'>+. K
Remark 1.4. Let a solution y # 9S be represented by (1.8) in Sx 0 . Then
the leading term b and the denominator = of the geometrical progression,
majorizing (1.8), tend to zero as x0  , x0 # S.
Proof. If a solution y(x) is fixed, then the constant vector C=C(x0)
depends on x0 . In fact we only have to prove that in 8x 0+, S
&eQ(x)C(x0)&+  0, x0  , x0 # S. (1.14)
To this end let us pick another x$0 # Sx0 and construct the corresponding
Sx $0 . Then for any i # $S
[eQ(x)C(x$0)] i=eqi (x) _C(x0)+|
x$0
x0
e&Q(t)tR&Ia(t)+B(t) y+g(t, y ) dt& i ,
367multisummable solutions
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so
&eQ(x)C(x$0)&+=max
i # $S
sup
x # Sx $0
&x+eqi (x)&q i (x$0)yi (x$0)&
follows from (1.6). The estimate
const_max
i # $ S
sup
x # S x $0
} x
+eq i (x)
(x$0)+ eq i (x
$
0 ) }_|x$0 | +&'
for &eQ(x)C(x$0)&+ follows from Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 1.1. If |x$0 | is
sufficiently large then the middle factor is not greater than 1 for any
x # Sx $0 . So the remark that '>+ completes the proof. K
Remark 1.5 ([T1]). Theorem 1.2 is valid for any asymptotic sector S.
2. Differences of Solutions from 9S and Multisummability
2.1. Sectorial Covering
Definition 2.1. A direction d is called a singular direction of the equa-
tion (1.3) if it is a bisector of a negative sector of some eq i (x). Otherwise d
is called a nonsingular direction.
To construct a sectorial covering let us pick up some nonsingular direction
d of the equation (1.3). Let 7k , k=1, ..., r, denote the sectors of opening of
?k bisected by d. Then we pick up a covering [S&]m&=&m of the full
neighborhood of infinity with the following properties:
(a) S0 is bisected by d ;
(b) Si & Sj{< if and only if |i&j |1 or i=m, j=&m;
(c) Each S& is so narrow that its closure S & satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 1.2 and therefore S & contains not more than one Stokes ray;
(d) Any Stokes ray, any boundary ray of 7k and the ray d is
included to only one of the sectors S & . In each sector S& let us define a
solution y& # 9S & by the equation
y&(x)=eQ(x)C&+I1& f (t, y&), &=&m, ..., m, (2.1)
where
f (t, y)=a(t)+B(t) y+g(t, y),
C& # L&=LS& and 1& is the collection of contours of integration in the
region Sx &0=S&, x &0 with a corresponding x
&
0 # S& .
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The difference of solutions y&(x)&y&&1(x) has zero asymptotic expan-
sion in S &=S& & S&&1 as x  . Our aim is to study the conditions on C& ,
C&&1 that guarantee the desired rate of exponential decrease of y&&#&&1
in S & .
2.2. The Integral Operator A#
Let ' be a positive number and let an asymptotic sector S of (1.3) be
narrow enough to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2 and moreover let
opening of S be less than ?'. By E x^ 0', S we denote the space of n-dimen-
sional vector-valued functions v(x) that are holomorphic in x and satisfy
sup
x # S x^ 0
&v(x) ecx' &=d1<,
where x^0 is a point on the bisector of S and c=e&i' arg x^ 0.
Lemma 2.1. The space E x^0', S is a Banach space with the norm _v_'=d1 .
The proof is based on the fact that _v(x)_'=&v(x) ecx
' &0 in the
space 8x^ 00, S .
To construct a similar to I1 bounded integral operator from E
x^ 0
', S into
Ex^ 0', S we need to modify the collection of contours 1 (x) in S x^ 0 .
Let us assume '{deg qi for all monomial terms qi (x) of Q(x) and let us
construct another collection of contours #'(x)=[#', i (x)]ni=1 in S x^ 0 as:
#', i (x)=1i (x) if deg qi>';
#', i (x)=#~ (x) otherwise.
Here #~ (x) is a contour coming to x # S x^0 from infinity along the bisector
ray.
Theorem 2.1. For any '>0 there exists some sufficiently large :0>0 so
that for all |x^0 |:0 the integral operator
A#v=eQ(x) |
#'
e&Q(t) tR&Iv(t) dt
is a uniformly bounded operator from E x^ 0', S into E
x^ 0
', S .
Proof. Due to the equivalence
v(x) # E x^ 0', S  v(x) e
cx ' # 8x^ 00, S
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we can consider the operator
(ecx 'A#) v=eQ(x)+cx
' I |
# '
e&Q(t)&ct 'I tR&I(v(t) ect') dt
in the space 8x^ 00 .S . Now the matrix Q(x)+cx
'I has no logarithmic terms
and, moreover, the collection #n coincides with 1 constructed with respect
to Q(x)+cx'I. So Theorem 2.1 follows from Remark 1.3.
2.3. Conditions of the Exponential Decrease of Differences
Let us denote S &=S& & S&&1 , S x^ &0=Sx^&0 & Sx0&&1 , where &=&m, ..., m.
Without loss of generality we can assume that the vertex x^&0 of each sector
S x^&0 lies on the bisector of S & . Then for any positive ' so that opening of
S & is less than ?' we can represent
y&&y&&1=eQ(x) \C&&C&&1+2', &
+|
# ', &
e&Q(t)tR&I [ f (t, y&)&f (t, y&&1)] dt+ , (2.3)
where
2', &=|
1 &
e&Q(t)tR&I f (t, y&) dt&|
1&&1
e&Q(t)tR&I f (t, y&&1) dt
&|
# ', &
e&Q(t)tR&I [ f (t, y&)&f (t, y&&1)] dt. (2.4)
The construction of contours #', & in the region S x^ &0 is described in section
2.2. The convergence of the last integral in (2.4) in the case when
y&&y&&1 # E x^
&
0
', S &; and |x^
&
0 | is sufficiently large follows from Theorem 2.1
and Statement 1.1. Then it is easy to check that 2', & does not depend
on x.
Let us denote by _' the set of indices i which corresponds either to a
monomial term of degree not greater than ' or to a logarithmic term qi (x)
of Q(x). We say that a pair of n-dimensional vectors y and z is equal
modulo ' if yi=zi for all i # _' . In this case we write y=z (mod ').
Remark 2.1. If solutions y& and y&&1 are fixed and if y&&y&&1 # E x^
&
0
', S &
then the vector C&&C&&1+2', & does not modulo _' depend on changes
of x&0 , x
&&1
0 (and related changes of 1& , 1&&1) in the corresponding
equations (2.1).
This assertion can be checked directly.
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Theorem 2.2. If |x^&0 | is sufficiently large then the condition
y&&y&&1 # E x^
&
0
', S & (2.5)
is equivalent to
C&&C&&1+2', &=0 (mod '). (2.6)
Proof. (a) o . According to Statement 1.1 we can represent
f (x, y&)&f (x, y&&1)=T (x, y& , y&&1)( y&&y&&1),
where &T (x, y& , y&&1)&  0 as x  . Then (2.3) can be considered as an
integral equation with respect to z=y&&y&&1
z=eQ(x)$+A#', &(Tz), (2.7)
where $=C&&C&&1+2', & is a constant vector. According to (2.6) $=0
(mod ').
Let T denotes the operator of multiplication on T. Then we can take
|x^&0 | sufficiently large and show that _A# ', & b T_'<1 in the space E
x^ &0
', S &
essentially in the same way as in Theorem 1.2. Then the fact that
eQ(x)$ # E x^
&
0
', S & proves (2.5).
(b) O . If z # E x^
&
0
', S & then (A#', & b T) z # E
x^ &0
', S & , so (2.6) follows from
(2.7). K
Corollary 2.1. If '<1 then y&&y&&1 # E x^
&
0
', S & for any y& # 9S & ,
y&&1 # 9S &&1 .
3. Construction of the Chain of Solutions
3.1. The Criterion of Multisummability in Terms of C& .
Corollary 2.1 means that the matching conditions (1.2) are valid for any
y& # 9S & , y&&1 # 9S&&1 if S & & 71=<. Therefore in what follows we assume
[S&]m&=&m to be a sectorial covering of the halfplane 71 satisfying the
conditions (a)(d) from section 2.1. Then we have
S &/7k& "7k&+1
for some corresponding k& # [1, ..., r]. Here &=&m+1, ..., m and
7r+1=< by the definition.
Let us take a number ;>0 to be so small that for any & the angular dis-
tance between S & and d is greater than ?2(k&+1&;). Let '&=k&+1&;.
Then we can formulate Criterion of multisummability of the solution y0(x)
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in terms of the constant vectors C& from (2.1). This Criterion is a conse-
quence of Theorem 2.1 and of the necessary and sufficient conditions of
multisummability.
Criterion 3.1. The solution y0(x) is the multisum of the formal series
y^(x) in the direction d if and only if
C&&C&&1+2&=0 (mod '&) (3.1)
for all &=&m+1, ..., m. Here 2&=2'& , & .
According to Criterion, it remains only to show that the system of trans-
cendental equations (3.1) has a solution [C&]m&=&m , where C& # L& . In the
rest of this paper we will construct C& and simultaneously construct the
correspondent solutions y&(x) by the successive approximation method.
3.2. Construction of C&
Let us assume that x0=min&m&m |x&0 | in (2.1) is sufficiently large.
Then according to Theorem 1.2 we can construct
y&(x)= :

k=1
w~ k&(x), &=&m, ..., m, (3.2)
as a uniformly and absolutely convergent series in Sx &0 . Here y~
0
&#0,
w~ k& =y~
k
& &y~
k&1
& , k1 and
y~ k& =e
Q(x)C&+I1& f (t, y~
k&1
& ). (3.3)
The series (3.2) for all & can be majorized by the same geometrical
progression with the leading term b and denominator =. Moreover, both b
and = tend to zero as x0  .
Let us now take an arbitrary representations
C&= :

k=1
C k& , &=&m, ..., m, (3.4)
where the vectors C k& # L& and all the series converge by norm.
Then we can define another iteration process
y&(x)= :

k=1
wk&(x), &=&m, ..., m, (3.5)
where y0&#0, w
k
& =y
k
& &y
k&1
& , k1 and
yk& =e
Q(x) \ :
k
j=1
C j&++I1& f (t, yk&1& ). (3.6)
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Statement 3.1. The series (3.5) converges uniformly and absolutely in
Sx &0 to the same solution
y&(x)= :

k=1
w~ k&(x)= :

k=1
wk&(x), &=&m, ..., m.
The corresponding assertion is true for any contractive operator I in a
Banach space.
Let us denote Ex 0& =E
x^ &0
'& , S & and
2k& =|
1 &
e&Q(t)tR&I f (t, yk& ) dt&|
1&&1
e&Q(t)tR&I f (t, yk&&1) dt
&|
#' & , &
e&Q(t)tR&I [ f (t, yk& )&f (t, y
k
&&1)] dt. (3.7)
Then the assumption
yk& &y
k
&&1 # E
x 0
& , (3.8)
as we mentioned above, guarantees the convergence of the last integral.
The chain of solutions [ y&]m&=&m is constructed in the following way:
(a) Vectors 2&1& =0;
(b) The constant vectors C k& # L& , k # N"[0], are defined by equa-
tions
Ck& &C
k
&&1+2
k&1
& &2
k&2
& =0 (mod '&); (3.9)
(c) The k-th iteration yk&(x) is defined by (3.6).
Remark 3.1. If x0 is sufficiently large then for all k # N and for all
&=&m+1, ..., m the assertion (3.8) follows from (3.6), (3.9) by induction.
In Lemmas 3.13.2 below we will prove the solvability of (3.9) and the
uniform convergence of (3.5) in the corresponding regions Sx &0 . Since for all
k the values 2k&1& , 2
k&2
& do not depend on C
k
& hence the system (3.9) is a
linear system with respect to C k& , &=&m, ..., m.
Lemma 3.1. The linear system (3.9) has a unique solution with respect to
the vectors C k& # L& , &=&m, ..., m.
Proof. We can split the system (3.9) into n systems
C k&, i&C
k
&&1, i+2
k&1
&, i &2
k&2
&, i =0 (mod '&), i=1, ..., n. (3.10)
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Let deg qi='. Then in (3.10) we only have to consider the equations
with '&>'. That means S &/7' . The constant C k&, i can be nonzero only if
the exponent eqi (x) is decreasing in the whole sector S& . Since d is a non-
singular direction, there exist the following two possibilities only:
(a) The sector 7' is the positive sector for eq i (x) and thus all C k&, i=0.
Then for any considering &, &&1 and any x # S x^ &0 we can take 1&, i (x)=
1&&1, i (x)=#&, i (x). So all 2k&1&, i =2
k&2
&, i =0 and the system (3.10) holds;
(b) The exponent eq i (x) is increasing along one, say upper, boundary
ray of 7' and is decreasing along the other. Let the Stokes ray of eqi(x) be
included in some S& . Then C k+, i=0 for all +& and thus we define
C k&&1, i=2
k&1
&, i &2
k&2
&, i .
The other constants C k&&j, i for all S &&j/7' , j>1, can be successively
determined from (3.10). K
3.3. Convergence of Iterations
Lemma 3.2. If x0 is sufficiently large and if all C k& are defined by (3.9),
then the series (3.5) converge uniformly and absolutely in Sx&0 , &=&m, ..., m,
and their sums y&(x) # 9S& .
Proof. In fact, according to Statement 3.1, one has to prove only the
convergence of (3.5).
Let us pick some b>0 and some = satisfying 0<=<(6m+1)&1. As it
follows from the proof of Theorem 1.2 and from Remark 1.4, we can take
the number x0>0 to be so large that for any &=&m, ..., m and the corre-
sponding region Sx &0 we have:
(a) &w1&(x)&+<b;
(b)
&I1 & [ f (t, z1)&f (t, z2)]&+<= &z1&z2&+ (3.11)
for all z1 , z2 # 8x
&
0
+, S & satisfying
max(&z1&+ , &z2&+ , &z1&z2&+)<
b
1&6(m+1) =
.
Let us take some k>1 and assume
&w j& (x)&+<[(6m+1) =]
j&1 b, (3.12)
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where x # Sx &0 , j<k and &=&m, ..., m. Then to estimate &w
k
& &+ , where
wk+(x)=e
Q(x)C k& +I1& [ f (t, y
k&1
& )&f (t, y
k&2
& )], (3.13)
we need some estimate on &eQ(x)C k& &+ .
Let us assume that for some &~ the i-th entry of the vector C k&~ &1, i=0 but
Ck&~ , i{0. To simplify the following notations we drop the index i. Then
(3.7) and (3.9) yield
C k&~ =|
1&~ &1 (x)
e&Q(t)tR&I [ f (t, yk&1&~ &1 )&f (t, y
k&2
&~ &1)] dt
&|
1&~ (x)
e&Q(t)tR&I[ f (t, yk&1&~ )&f (t, y
k&2
&~ )] dt
+|
# &~ (x)
e&Q(t)tR&I[ f (t, yk&1&~ )&f (t, y
k&1
&~ &1)&f (t, y
k&2
&~ )+f (t, y
k&2
&~ &1)] dt.
(3.14)
The convergence of the last integral follows from Statement 1.1 and
Remark 3.1. Moreover according to Theorem 2.1 it is exponentially
decreasing in Ex 0&~ as x  .
Since C k&~ does not depend on x we can take any arbitrary x # E
x 0
&~ in
(3.14). So we can take it to be so large by modulo, that the & }&+ of the last
integral in (3.14) is less than (6m+1)k&1 =kb. Then from (3.11), (3.12),
(3.14) and since we can always assume |eq i (x)x+ |<1 for a decreasing in Ex 0&~
exponent eqi (x), we get
|eq i (x) C k&~ , i |<3(6m+1)
k&1 =kb |x|&+ (3.15)
in Ex 0&~ . The exponent e
qi (x) however is decreasing in the whole S&~ , otherwise
Ck&~ , i=0. That is why the estimate (3.15) holds in the whole Sx&~0 if x0 is
sufficiently large.
Since we have only 2m sectors S & hence for any &=&m, ..., m in Sx &0 we
have
&eQ(x) C k& &+<6m(6m+1)
k&1 =kb. (3.16)
Taking into consideration the last term in (3.13) we get (3.12) for j=k. The
proof is completed. K
3.4. The Main Theorem
Theorem 3.1. A formal power series solution (0.2) of a nonlinear
ordinary differential equation (0.1) is multisummable in any nonsingular
direction.
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The corresponding multisum can be constructed as the series (3.5), (3.6),
where &=0 and the constants C k& are defined by (3.9). For any sufficiently
large :>0 this series converges uniformly and absolutely in the sectorial
region 7r & [x: |x|>:], i.e. in sufficiently distant sectorial regions of
opening ?r and bisected by d.
Proof. The convergence of the series
C&= :

k=1
C k&
in the standard norm & }& immediately follows from (3.16). So to get the
equation (3.1) one has to take the limit in the already proven relations
:
k
j=1
(C j&&C
j
&&1)+2
k
& =0 (mod '&),
where k=1, 2, ..., &=&m+1, ..., m. K
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